Behavioral Biometrics:
THE INTELLIGENT SAFEGUARD AGAINST
ONLINE FRAUD
New solutions to reduce the ﬁnancial fraud that causes user
identity theft and manipulation online

82% estimates that
the risk associated
with data/ identity
theft will increase in
2019. It is the
fourth-greatest
concern worldwide.

BANKING: IN THE CROSSHAIRS
OF ONLINE FRAUD
According to the latest World Economic Forum Global Risk Report 2019, data fraud/
theft is among the top 5 global risks, and in 2019 it is ahead of cyber-attacks, which
have dropped from third place in 2018 to ﬁfth. Analyzing the last 10 years, 2019 is the
third consecutive year in which fraud has made it onto such an exclusive list.
This is due to the fact that technology is playing an increasingly important role in the
make-up of the global risk panorama. Quantum computing, which makes cryptographic
techniques obsolete, and advances in artiﬁcial intelligence also have their application in
these criminal acts.
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According to the latest report
from Accenture, titled The
Cost of Cybercrime, banking
//www.accenture.
om/us-en/insights/security/cost-cybercri
me-study
led the https:list
of csectors
in 2018,
reaching 18.37 million
dollars of cost for each
company affected, 11% more
than the previous year.
And the consultancy’s ﬁrst recommendation
is precisely to prioritize protection from
attacks that employ identity theft, thus
protecting these sectors’ customers.
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A REVOLUTIONARY APPROACH
Behavioral biometrics provides a new
generation of security solutions for the
user, by identifying people by the
unique way they interact with different
devices, including computers (keyboard
and mouse use), tablets or smartphones.
Evaluating user behavior through the way they hold the
telephone or swipe their ﬁnger across the screen, their
keyboard use or a particular gestural shortcut, Artiﬁcial
Intelligence software algorithms create a unique user
proﬁle that can later be used to conﬁrm their identity and
subsequent actions.

WHY IS BEHAVIOR-LINKED BIOMETRY THE BEST WAY
TO PREVENT FRAUD?
Because it protects digital banking at the root of the problem, one step ahead of
increasingly sophisticated new and future attack techniques. And it is the ideal solution
for many reasons, which we will examine below.
PrevenTION

It can provide integral fraud prevention,
starting with its fundamental component:
user identity theft or manipulation.

Anticipates identity theft attacks when a user logs in to
perform banking transactions.
Prevents user manipulation attacks during the banking
session.
Prevents attacks in the bank user’s onboarding process
itself (NAF prevention - New Account Fraud), which is the
main source of banking fraud today.
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ProtecTION
It is able to provide continuous user protection (what is known as continuous
authentication) during the entire session, from beginning to end.
To do this, it uses information from different sources or
channels. In addition to user behavior, these include endpoint
and technological environment details: WiFi identiﬁcation
(SSID), IP address, navigator used, device, and the geographic
area where the connection originates... among other
parameters.

This protection philosophy is implemented from a
user-centered approach, in line with the new market trends in
security and going one step beyond normal static security
methods such as the traditional password, biometric
elements such as ﬁngerprints or FaceID (facial identiﬁcation),
and even multifactor authentication.

FACILITATES REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
This user identiﬁcation system does not
record a single element of personal data,
which means the information is
completely anonymous. Each identity is
assigned a code or token, and in the
hypothetical scenario of a data leak from
the identity repository, no users would be
compromised.
The technologies associated with behavioral biometry assist
compliance with the recommendations of most international
regulations, including PSD2 or GDPR, for example.
Let us remember that SCA (Strong Customer Authentication)
support will be mandatory for PSD2 by 14 September 20191,
which affects all ﬁnancial institutions or payment service
providers in the EU. And behavioral biometry techniques are
completely aligned with SCA fulﬁllment.
It is always important for transaction risk analysis to be done in
real time. Reacting late makes no sense in a context of
possible fraud.

1. Article 115, section 4, of Directive (EU) 2015/2366 on payment services
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PROVIDES FRICTIONLESS USER EXPERIENCES

Maintaining a balance between fraud
reduction and customer expectations is
not easy. Customers demand safe
processes that are also simple: they
want the least possible number of
obstacles to ﬁnishing their transactions.
And behavioral biometry ﬁts frictionless security measures
perfectly when it comes to User Experience (User eXperience
or UX), and is applicable to uses such as mobile banking,
ecommerce and retail.
Best of all, this approach is totally independent of the
hardware. In each case, it intelligently applies the recognition
system that ﬁts best.

BUGFRAUD: THE MOST
COMPLETE AND INNOVATIVE
SOLUTION
buguroo combines Behavioral
Biometrics techniques and AI
deep learning algorithms in its
own neural network system to
detect and predict cyber-criminal
activities. And it succeeds thanks
to its holistic vision: it
continuously analyzes the events
that surround every transaction.

BUGFRAUD ENSURES THAT THE USER IS WHO THEY
SAY THEY ARE AND IS NOT BEING MANIPULATED,
DURING THE WHOLE SESSION AND IN REAL TIME

In keeping with the latest security trends, it makes
it possible to reduce ﬁnancial and legal risks at the
same time as it offers tremendously high
protection to customers.
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THE 10 REASONS
TO CHOOSE BUGFRAUD

As opposed to other solutions on the market, it handles multiple
challenges in a single solution, simplifying what is complex,
thanks to its innovative, differential approach.
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A complete solution, which simultaneously
addresses the problems of identity theft and
manipulation.
It intelligently anticipates cyber-criminal
activities in real time.

Offers greater precision and covers more cases of fraud
use than other, competitor solutions.
Takes advantage of data from different sources:
from the end user, their device, the operation
context, the bank, etc., to identify possible fraud.

Requires fewer interactions to biometrically
proﬁle the user. In other words, it learns faster.

Guarantees return on investment (ROI) by
reducing fraud and increasing customer trust.

Easy to set up: simple deployment, compatible
with all online banking channel technologies.

Improves the user experience, avoiding complex
identiﬁcation processes.

Security: does not use personal data. The identities are anonymous.
A powerful, simple dashboard provides a
uniﬁed console for risk analysis.
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